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DP 2720 BONDOGLIT 
SPECIAL GLITTER 

ADHESIVE 
 

PRODUCTS : DP2720 BONDOGLIT–Special Water Based Glitter Adhesive 

FEATURES : 
  
  Water based adhesive that is used to apply glitter over fabrics. 
No choking on the screens. 
Makes the glitters to be very vivid and bright on the fabric. 
Complies with ecologic standards. 

APPLICATION : %15-20 percentage of glitter added to DP 2720 BONDOGLIT adhesive and 
printed by a soft squeegee. Gives a spreading effect. Very well fixing operation is 
essential for the brightness and strength of the printed product. For to increase and 
strengthen the washing fastness after printing it is recommended to add %1-3 
percentage of RB2602CUREFAST. Satisfactory results are possible with prints 
done by recommended mesh numbers. No choking in prints with multiple flash cure 
units. And that enables an increase % 25-30 in daily production. 

Because the product has a strong coating on the fabric surface after printing, 
user should arrange the stroke number well. Each excess number of stroke, 
damage the gloss effect of glitter and delay the curing time.  

 
COLOUR 

 
: 

 
Whitish Clear 

PH : 7.50,5 

VISCOSITY  : 
 

(Brookfield 25°C sp:6, Rpm:10)3.000-10.000 Cp 

DENSITY : 1,05gr/ml 

SCREEN : 12-T Threads/cm is recommended. 

FIXING : Fixing temperature and time;160°C-170°C,1.5 -2 minutes. 

CLEANING : Screens and other equipments may be cleaned easily by pressure water. 

WASHING : Should be reverse washed in 40°C and below with sensitive program. 

PACKING : Plastic packing of 30–60kg. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note : Above mentioned qualified data is obtained from our R&D tests done in our own R&D labs. Supplied as 
General Knowledge and Information only and should not be considered as a Warranty Information.Printing Quality 
may change for different company conditions. Please start your production process after completing your own trial 
tests. Please stir before using the product and keep the product in room temperature. 


